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What's the best portable mp3 player for when you
do hard data and music, be it on the road or for
your weekend traveling. so it's more or less the
phone camera that is labeled for taking pictures
and to be a MP3 player. here are some of the most
popular models and you want it to be so portable.
Before we get started, what do you want your
portable MP3 player to do for you? How much do
you want to spend on it? What do you plan to use
it for? Do you want it for a music player? A
camera? Both? If so, there is almost an infinite
amount of solutions, making them difficult to
narrow down. Are you looking for something that
can hold your entire music collection and be a
phone? Find MP3player Bluetooth SideStand
Funkoarsine 10.1.3.5 for Android 2.1 or higher
Click and have fun, Tom Landa, Senior Security
Consultant Jason-L. Turner on Sep 19, 2013
Message 42 of 41 Click and have fun, Tom Landa,
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Senior Security Consultant Thanks for the
additional feedback. I'll add it to the help file.
Thanks for pointing out that I left out the Mac OS X
version. Here's a link to that if anyone else feels
like helping me with it: Click and have fun, Tom
Landa, Senior Security Consultant Your name Your
name is required. Your email address will not be
published, but it will be used to verify your
comments. 37 jason-L. Turner on Sep 20, 2013
Well, the MacOS X version might actually be ready
to go, but I think that it actually requires manual
installs. So, if you're interested in that, and you've
got an itch that needs scratched, you're in luck. I
just need to plug it back in and see if it works in
my VirtualBox, lol. Thanks for the interest in this.
I'll probably add the MacOS X version in the near
future. This is a great tool, I just wish it didn't take
so much screen space. This is a great tool, I just
wish it didn't take so much screen space. Click and
have fun, Tom
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